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Abstract

   Software defined/driven networks provide new dimensions of
   flexibility in network design.  This document analyzes security
   requirements as we design protocols to support multiple network
   applications on an SDN in an open manner.
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   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   This document analyzes the security of SDN architectures as we work
   to build SDN frameworks supporting multiple applications at the same
   time.  The assumption of this protocol is that protocols like
   Openflow will be used between a SDN controller and switches.  However
   this document assumes that there will be additional protocols between
   controllers and between controllers and applications.  That is the
   focus for the current analysis.

2.  Moving Beyond a Single Application

   Openflow defines a protocol between a physical switch and a
   controller.  Several factors motivate a layer between the controller
   and applications.  For example [I-D.nadeau-sdn-problem-statement]
   discusses a model where managed service providers (MSPs) provide
   networking services to applications.  This model involves the
   following attributes that significantly impact SDN security analysis:

   o  An application in one organization may use an MSP in another

   o  MSPs may be nested; one MSP may use the services of another

   o  Privacy concerns may limit what information should be exposed

   o  Applications require significant authorization and policy

   The remainder of this section examines a few classes of applications
   in order to identify characteristics of SDN use cases that affect
   security.

2.1.  Class 1: Network Sensitive Applications

   Some applications require particular characteristics from the
   network.  For example an application might need access to ports in a
   particular isolation domain/vlan.  An application might require a
   path with particular characteristics.  An application might require
   that traffic stay within a certain jurisdiction, travel only over
   certain equipment, or similar constraints.  An application might want
   to monitor the cost of certain traffic or flows.  And application
   might require that flows be discarded to mitigate a DOS attack or
   accepted in order to run a service.

   Applications in this class will typically wish to provision aspects
   of the network using some API.  They may wish to collect information
   from the network for monitoring, auditing or accounting.
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   Applications may not be aware of each others' requests. the SDN
   controller needs to make sure that one application does not
   negatively interact with another.  Isolation of applications may be a
   security requirement.  In this case the controller needs to make sure
   that even a malicious application cannot interact badly with another.

   In most cases authorization will be important.  The network may have
   resources that are not appropriate for one application or another and
   may wish to enforce authorization between them.

   Multiple organizations may be involved within providing network
   services to such an application.  For example, an application may
   request a network connection within a particular isolation domain.
   However that isolation domain may include resources within an
   enterprise, a cloud provider and a transit network between the
   enterprise and cloud provider.  Authorization and authentication are
   likely to be handled by proxies in at least the simpler cases.  For
   example, an application in the enterprise network requests access to
   the application domain from some controller in the enterprise.  That
   controller has necessary credentials to request access from the
   transit network and cloud provider.  Authentication and authorization
   may be more complex when an application in the cloud environment
   requests access to the isolation domain.  Does it contact the
   enterprise controller or does it contact a resource in the cloud that
   has sufficient privilege to grant access to the enterprise aspect of
   the isolation domain.  Debugging of multi-organization environments
   is facilitated by exposing information about all the environments.
   For example it is likely that for monitoring and debugging purposes
   enterprise applications would want visibility into the cloud
   environment and the parts of the transit network that the enterprise
   is allowed to see.  Obviously the transit network and cloud provider
   would want to limit visibility into their internal structure but
   would want to make available information about resources controlled
   by that customer. for example the cloud provider would typically
   allow customers to see their own instances and virtual networks.
   Going through a proxy to authenticate requests for debugging and
   monitoring may not be ideal; it may be desirable for the application
   to collect debugging and monitoring information directly from the
   transit network and cloud provider.  If so, the authentication and
   authorization needs to be flexible enough to permit this.

2.2.  Class 2: Services for the Network

   An application may provide a service such as a firewall, content
   inspection or intrusion detection to the entire network.  In this
   case, the security model is similar to the security model between the
   SDN controller and switch; there is one key exception that will be
   discussed shortly.  The primary role of the separation between the
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   SDN controller and application for this class of applications is to
   permit multiple applications to co-exist.  So, isolation of resources
   is still important.

   The security model for this class of application is similar to one of
   the common models for routing protocols and network management.
   Strong defense against outside attacks is required.  It would be a
   significant attack if an attacker could impersonate an authorized
   application and gain the ability to reconfigure or monitor the
   network.  However, inside attacks are not generally considered in
   scope for the threat analysis.

   One key consideration with this type of security model is protecting
   the boundary between inside and outside and supporting multiple zones
   of trust.  As an example, a border firewall application does not need
   the ability to reconfigure the interior of the network or to examine
   traffic inside interior isolation domains not destined for the border
   of the network.  So, even in this model authorizing what resources an
   application is permitted to see and manipulate is important.  This
   contrasts somewhat with the security model between the controller and
   switch, where the controller is permitted to manipulate all OpenFlow
   resources on the switch.

2.3.  Class 3: Packaged Network Services

   This class combines the previous two classes.  Consider an
   application of class 1 that wishes for all traffic leaving a certain
   isolation domain to pass through a particular border firewall
   service.  In effect an application is requesting an instantiation of
   another application be created as a virtual element in the network.
   This class of application permits abstraction and re-use of network
   applications.  There is obvious value in the cloud space.  However
   even within an organization, configuration re-use may have
   significant value.

   To discuss the security we will say that an outer application nests a
   nested application within the network.  The nested application may
   involve network resources (virtual or real) as well as compute and
   other resources.

   This class involves classic security concerns such as authentication
   and authorization.  What applications is the outer application
   permitted to nest?  How is auditing and accounting handled?  The IETF
   SDN architecture needs to permit these questions to be answered in a
   secure manner.

   There may be multiple instances of a nested application, nested into
   either the same or different outer applications.  There are
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   significant issues related to the sharing of information between
   instances of a nested application.  For example, it is quite common
   for e-mail filtering services to collect information from multiple
   customers in order to better detect unwanted e-mail.  However leaking
   proprietary information from one customer to another would be
   undesirable.  To a large extent appropriate information sharing is a
   matter for application design and is out of scope for the SDN
   architecture.  However the SDN architecture needs to support tracking
   of instance-specific information as well as global information and
   needs to facilitate design of applications that supports isolation of
   instances.  This parallels virtual computing architectures, where the
   decision about how to split a problem is application specific, but
   the virtualization platform provides facilities to share information
   in a controlled manner and to manage large numbers of instances of
   applications.

   Authentication may be more complex in the nested application
   situation.  The permissions that a nested application has will depend
   on which outer application it is working on-behalf of; the
   authentication approach will need to account for this.

   Multiple organizations may be involved with this class of
   application.  As an example, the nested application may be provided
   by an MSP.  Also, the nested application may use an MSP in providing
   the application.

   Balancing which resources are visible to the outer application will
   be tricky.  As with class 1 applications, debugging argues for
   visibility where possible. however, resources may be shared between
   instances of a nested application.  Also, visibility into the nested
   application might provide proprietary information or provide an
   attacker with potential advantages.  For example, understanding what
   flow filters were in place on a firewall application might expose
   information that would be valuable in getting around the firewall.

   There's a similar concern with the nested application's visibility
   into the outer application.  That visibility can be valuable for
   optimization and debugging.  However, it may provide proprietary
   information or otherwise compromise the privacy goals of the outer
   application.

3.  Authentication, Authorization and Multiple Organizations

   In looking at needs of the various classes of applications, support
   for applications and network resources spanning multiple
   organizations appeared as a requirement multiple times.  This
   requirement is interesting from a security standpoint.  This section
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   explores how authentication and authorization can be handled between
   organizations.

   One approach is for an organization to proxy connections to other
   organizations.  The controller in one organization has credentials on
   behalf of the organization that it uses with other organizations.
   The local application talks to the local controller.  When the
   controller realizes that it needs resources from another organization
   it talks to that organization's controller.  This approach has been
   used fairly effectively in SIP [RFC3261] and other protocols with
   trusted intermediates.  A significant advantage of this approach is
   that it permits the organization to enforce organization-level
   policy.  It also permits the organization to hide information.  For
   example, consider the class 1 example where the enterprise's
   isolation domain is split between a cloud, transit network and domain
   inside the enterprise.  That split might be unimportant to the
   application; the organization's controller might try and present a
   unified network to applications.  In such a case a proxy approach can
   work well.

   The proxy approach has some disadvantages.  There is no end-to-end
   security including integrity or data-origin authentication.  The
   proxy becomes a very sensitive target.  Because of the lack of end-
   to-end integrity, if the proxy is compromised, then the attacker can
   impersonate other network resources from the view of elements behind
   the proxy.  The proxy may make deploying new features more difficult.
   To the extent that the proxy needs to understand a new feature before
   it is used, the proxy makes it more expensive to deploy the feature.

   Another approach is for applications to directly have credentials in
   another organization.  For example, this might work if an application
   wishes to use a particular external MSP.  The advantage of this
   approach is that it provides flexibility to the application.  The
   disadvantage is that it leaves open the question of how the two
   organizations' resources are glued together to form a consistent
   network.  In some cases the application could manage this.  In other
   cases, for example where changes are required in flow tables based on
   dynamic responses from the other organization, this may not be
   practical.  Other disadvantages include increased complexity and
   difficulty in enforcing organization-level policy.

   A third approach is to use some sort of federated/delegated
   authentication approach such as oauth [I-D.ietf-oauth-v2] or ABFAB
   [I-D.ietf-abfab-arch] to permit applications to obtain credentials
   that can be used in other organizations.  This sort of delegation and
   federation could facilitate the following use cases:

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3261
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   o  Permit applications to obtain credentials for debugging and
      monitoring while attaching constraints to those credentials
      limiting resources the application can see

   o  Preset credentials so applications can talk to foreign
      controllers; for example the cloud application talking to the
      enterprise controller to gain access to the enterprise isolation
      domain

   o  Permit nested applications to be delegated access to some outer
      application resources

   o  Grant outer applications access to nested application resources
      for debugging, monitoring or application-specific reasons

   Another concern when multiple organizations are involved is auditing
   and accountability.  Digital signatures and other mechanisms can be
   used to provide end-to-end accountability.  However, this needs to be
   balanced against the need to hide information.  It seems like the SDN
   use case may be one where end-to-end accountability is rarely an
   option.

4.  Security Requirements

   This section captures a variety of security requirements for layers
   on top of SDN controllers.  These requirements are based on the
   discussion of potential applications as well as multi-organization
   considerations.

   REQ1: Authentication is REQUIRED to the controller.  Authentication
   SHOULD support existing credentials that are likely to be used in the
   datacenter.

   REQ2: The interface to the SDN controller MUST support authorizing
   specific network resources to applications and manipulating the
   authorizations of applications.

   REQ3: The SDN controller MUST provide facilities to isolate one
   application from another.  XXX more discussion of this

   REQ 4: The SDN controller interface MUST support a controller acting
   as a proxy on behalf of applications.

   REQ 4a: The SDN interface SHOULD support a way of associating an
   audit ID or other tracking ID so that requests can be correlated with
   an original application when a proxy acts on behalf of an
   application.
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   REQ 5: The SDN controller interface MUST provide mechanisms for
   operators and applications to enforce privacy.

   REQ 6: The SDN controller interface MUST support delegating access to
   a subset of resources; as part of delegation new authorization and
   privacy constraints MAY be supplied.  This supports the security
   needs of the debugging use case, aspects of the nested application
   use case, and facilitates other inter-organization uses.

4.1.  Nested Application Security

   This section captures requirements for nested application support.

   REQ N1: The SDN controller interface MUST support controlling
   authorization for what nested applications an outer application can
   nest.

   REQ N2: The controller MUST separate authorizations held by one
   instance of a nested application from authorizations help by other
   instances of the same nested application.  This is more about defense
   from bugs and operational mistakes than maintaining isolation of
   authorizations even if the nested application tries to circumvent the
   authorizations.  However, it should be possible to write a nested
   application that maintains isolation sufficiently that compromise of
   one instance of the application will not lead to compromise of other
   instances.  Obviously doing so places constraints on what resources
   need to be duplicated between instances of an application.

   REQ N3: The SDN controller interface SHOULD provide outer
   applications a way to learn a nested application's policy for sharing
   information between instances.

   REQ N4: Nested applications MUST be able to authenticate on behalf of
   a specific outer application.  This facilitates authorization,
   accounting and auditing.

   REQ N5: Nested applications MUST be able to specify privacy policy
   for what resources are visible to the outer application.

   REQ N6: Outer applications MUST be able to specify privacy policy and
   authorizations with regard to what outer resources the nested
   application can interact with.

5.  Security Considerations

   This document provides discussion of the security implications of SDN
   architectures supporting multiple applications.
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6.  IANA Considerations

   IANA is requested to make the internet secure.  Note to someone: re-
   word this section before IANA reviews it.
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